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1.1. Introduction to PatternIntroduction to Pattern
RecognitionRecognition

Aleix M. Martinez
aleix@ece.osu.edu

Science and the Greeks
•The Greeks might have been the first to

attempt to model the behavior of the
human brain.
•Socrates (469-399 B.C.), talked about

the relevance of long-term learning.
•Diogenes (413-323 B.C.) also discussed

the importance of learning.
•Plato (429-347 B.C.) may have

introduced the key idea of mathematical
modeling.
•Was that an ancient PR?
•Eastern world: Zen teachings.

What is pattern recognition?

•What it is not….
•Decision-making <=> recognition of patterns?
•Automate decision-making.
•Too complicated…
•More realistic problems: radar, vision,

language (sound), touch, bioinformatics,
demographic studies, magnetic fields,
economics, etc.

Decision Making
•Alan Turing pioneer work on AI and Neural
Networks (“B-type unorganized machine,” 
1948). ["Alan Turing's Forgotten Ideas in Computer
Science," B. Jack Copeland and Diane Proudfoot,
Scientific American.]

•John Von Newman & Oskar Morgenstern
1944 book: Theory of Games and Economic
Behavior.
•General reading: D. Hofstadter, “Godel,
Escher, Bach: An eternal Golden Braid,” 
1979.

Feature Space
•What is a feature space?
•To apply pattern recognition algorithms, we

first need to represent our data (problem) in
an appropriate feature space.
•Feature: an individually measurable

property of the phenomena being observed
–objects (static) and events (dynamic).
•Example: salmon versus sea bass using a

single feature–length.

An Example: Machine perception

•Classify salmon vs. sea bass.
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2-D Example:
2 features –lightness and width

Which is better?

Notation

•Feature–random variable.
•Model of the object (pattern).
•Training vs. testing samples.
•Cost of making the wrong decision =>

priors.
•There is an overall cost associated to each

decision.
•Our GOAL is to minimize this cost.

More notation

•Decision boundary (quantitative or geometrically)
–it is sometimes preferreble to see things
geometrically.
•Feature vector (point in ).
•Feature space (in ).
•Generalization is an important aspect of PR.
•Complexity of the classifier–more complex

classification boundaries do not imply better
generalization.
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Yet more notation

•Prior knowledge –the less the training data the
more important the knowledge.
•Analysis by synthesis: if we have a model of

how each pattern is generated.
•Regression analysis–find a function that

represents the training data => estimation.
•Interpolation–piecewise function => estimation
•Density estimation–estimate the probability of a

certain population (recall, pdf).

Regression
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Which is better?

Key Components for the
Successful Design of a Pattern

Recognition Algorithm
• Define problem, priors, sensing, etc.

1. Feature space (representation).
2. Feature extraction.
3. Classifier (parametric vs non-parametric).
4. Risk or costs.

A feature space can be obtained from the
measurements of a tiger footprint

• Each measurement (ai) corresponds to a feature
(dimension) of our feature space.

• Our goal is to determine:
1. which features (or combination of them) are most

relevant,
2. how to classify classes within such a feature space.
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More Examples
Object recognition (shape-based)

…
…

Face recognition (pixel-based)
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Genetics/Genomics (microarrays) Subspace (feature extraction)

Spherical Representations
•Shape-based object recognition: we would like
our algorithm to be invariant to scale and in-plane
rotations.
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•Appearance-based recognition: brightness
intensity should not affect recognition.

= = Norm
normalization
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Examples
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Extracting Useful Information
from the Data

•Let , then the expected value
(mean) of x is

•Here, f(x) is the probability density function
(pdf) of x. A pdf has the property
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Mean and Variance

•Samples
•The maximum likelihood estimate for the

sample mean is

•The variance is
•And, the sample variance
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A note to prevent confusion:

•As we will see, it is very common to use to
represent the true mean. However, is also typically
used to represent the sample mean. In reality, we
would need to use (or any other notation of our
choosing) for the sample mean. However, in practice
this is not always followed. Sometimes this is done
because the sample mean is what is really used for
pages at a time, and the hat in just makes the
reading much more dense. Other times, this is due to a
different convention. To avoid confusion, we should
always specify whether is referring to the true or
sample mean.
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Estimation Theory (ece 806)

•Estimation theory is a very related topic to
this course. In fact, some consider it to be a
PR problem.
•We will see that, indeed, the two are tightly

related.
•We will however not cover this topic in

depth. You can learn more about it in ECE
806.

Other applications of PR

•Artificial intelligence, computer vision and
robotics.
•Magnetic fields.
•Bioinformatics.
•Psychology & cognitive science.
•Speech, language, linguistics.
•Economics.
•And many others…


